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‘Good questions. But I doubt, if you get real answers! 

Because the teacher of English avoids telling the truth 

about the languages he/she uses in the classroom.’



MultiLila project

Research question: Why do some children in India not benefit from being bilingual or 

multilingual to the same degree as children in other contexts?

Sources of data:

- Language questionnaire (Standard IV learners)

- Teacher questionnaire

- Head teacher questionnaire

- Cognitive skills tests (Standard IV learners)

- Classroom observations



Why classroom observation?

• very widely used measure of teacher quality

• provides direct evidence of what teachers do

How do we ensure it provides as accurate a picture as possible?

• observation tools need careful construction – measures what it’s supposed to measure 

(increased validity)

• observers need to be trained how to use them and the ratings given standardised before 

conducting observations (increased reliability)



What type of observation tools exist?

- usually information collected about the class make up / classroom environment

- many use scales / ratings with or without indicators

- some take a more qualitative approach

- some ask for coding of what was happening at different points in the lesson

- some look at a whole range of classroom practices, some are more specific

- some focus only on the teacher, others only on the learner – some both



British Council classroom observation tool

- collect information about the class make up / classroom environment

- use scales / ratings with indicators

- some qualitative data

- look at a whole range of classroom practices

- mainly focused on the teacher

- limited focus on the use of multilingual approaches







MultiLila project classroom observation tool







What is the focus for classroom observations in the MultiLila project?

• Language – which ones, and how are they used by the learners and the teacher?

• Activity during five minute increments

• Teaching practices employed

Who/when/where?

• Standard IV children in schools in Hyderabad, Delhi and Bihar

• Schools in deprived / very deprived areas

• State language medium and English medium government schools in each location

• Same children observed each year

• 30 minute lessons – language or maths



What observations have been done so far?

• 10 lessons taught by 5 teachers in schools in Hyderabad – two English medium / three 

Telugu medium / two ‘slum’ and two ‘non-slum’

• Observations took place in November and December 2017

• Class size between 20 and 35

• Roughly even split of girls and boys except in one non-slum, English medium school 

where the class had 10 girls and 20 boys



What are initial findings regarding classroom environment?

• All five classrooms had electricity, but no visible technology

• Only one classroom had furniture for use by the students

• Regardless of whether the schools were Telugu or English medium, those that had 

displayed materials on the walls (three out of five schools) showed materials using both 

English and Telugu, and in one of the Telugu medium schools, Hindi was also used

• None of the teachers used any resources other than the blackboard and the textbook, 

except for one teacher who used a short roleplay activity during a language lesson.



So what do these classroom observations tell us about multilingual practices?

Three areas of emerging interest, looking at the MultiLila project data:

1. Opportunities that learners have to practise using language (spontaneous production) 

2. The use of strategies to promote critical and/or creative thinking

3. The use of language by the teachers and learners at different points in the lesson 
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1 - Listening

2 - Individual speaking

3 - Repeating / choral response

4 - Writing

5 - Copying text

6 - Reading

7 - Reading aloud as a class

8 - Calculating

9 - Asking for clarification

10 - Problem-solving

11 - Demonstrating

12 - Uninvolved

88 - Other

Learner activity during 30 min lesson 

Maths lessons Language lessons

Opportunities that learners have to practise using 

language (spontaneous production) 

Illustration of count of number of times that learners engage in

different types of activities. 
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Variety of activity and tasks

Instructions

Monitoring of tasks

Feedback and error correction

Pair work and group work

Teacher's use and management of activities and tasks

Total possible score Aggregated lesson scores

Expectations not met Partially meets expectations Meets expectations Exceeds expectations

Opportunities that learners have to practise using 

language (spontaneous production) 
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Fair treatment of learners

Praise and encouragement

Use of names

Learner engagement

Teacher talking time

Eliciting language and content

Catering to individual needs

Development of learner’s creativity, imagination and critical thinking …

Learner-centred approach

Total possible score Aggregated lesson scores
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Exceeds 

expectations

The use of strategies to promote critical and/or 

creative thinking
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creative thinking
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Teacher language - maths lessons

English Telugu English and Telugu Other language
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Teacher language - language lessons
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The use of language by the teachers and learners at 

different points in the lesson 

Illustration of languages spoken across ten 30 minute lessons, 

recorded during five minute periods

10 lessons: 6 Telugu medium / 4 English medium
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Illustration of languages spoken across five 30 minute lessons, 
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5 lessons: 2 English medium / 3 Telugu medium
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The use of language by the teachers and learners at 

different points in the lesson 

Possible patterns of language use in maths vs English language lessons:

• Teachers mix languages a lot – what is the quality of this translanguaging?

• Learners mix less – but can this be explained by the type of activity they’re 

doing?

• More sustained use of single language in English language lessons than in 

maths for teachers

• On the other hand, more sustained use of single language in maths lessons 

than in language lessons for learners
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English Telugu English and Telugu Hindi and Telugu

Hindi, Telugu, English and TL Translanguaging No language spoken

The use of language by the teachers and learners at 

different points in the lesson 

Illustration of languages spoken across six 30 minute lessons, 

recorded during five minute periods

6 lessons: 3 maths / 3 English language



The use of language by the teachers and learners at 

different points in the lesson 
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4 lessons: 2 maths / 2 English language
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The use of language by the teachers and learners at 

different points in the lesson 

Possible patterns of language use in English vs Telugu medium lessons:

• Teachers mix languages a lot – what is the quality of this translanguaging?

• Learners mix less in English medium lessons – but can this be explained by the type 

of activity they’re doing?

• More sustained use of single language in Telugu medium schools than in English 

medium schools for both teachers and learners – especially for teachers



What data is available about learners in these classrooms?

Initial analyses of the data show an advantage of Telugu-medium schools over English-

medium in:

• number recognition 

• word problems

Advantage in English medium schools in English literacy



What can we do with future observations / final classroom observation data?

• Try to better understand the translanguaging / mixing languages phenomenon – is 

helping learning? Could it be done more effectively?

• Explore practices observed as a variable that may effect learning – see whether the 

patterns hold

• Raise self-awareness among teachers / head teachers

• Design interventions to improve classroom practice

• Advocate to various stakeholder groups to make changes to policy / textbooks / 

assessments etc.



What else can we (British Council and others) do in future?

• Look further at how we can assess use of languages in the classroom and different 

aspects around multilingual practices (e.g. USAID tool)

• Consider the use of video observation – big growth area 

• Improve our tools to capture more of this information and more formally recognise / report 

on language diversity as a resource for the teacher / learners

• Develop more awareness of these issues



Thank you

amy.lightfoot@britishcouncil.org

Further reading on use of observations (global literature review):

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/sites/teacheng/files/pub_Teacher_evaluation_Global_pe

rspectives_implications_ELT.pdf

Approaches to evaluation of teachers in India:

https://issuu.com/britishcouncilindia/docs/exploring_teacher_evaluation_proces?e=1710046

/57651505
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